
 

Dear QCUSD Families, June 2, 2020 

We are excited to share in the announcement Governor Ducey made last week that we are going back to school as 
planned on July 22, 2020! As we enter the summer months, our focus now turns to the reopening of our schools 
and the QCUSD team is hard at work creating a responsible and reasonable ‘return to school’ plan that provides a 
safe and positive learning environment with the typical structures and routines that children thrive in. You will 
receive the high-quality learning experiences that are fundamental to the QCUSD mission. 

The following four principles will guide the development of our ‘return to school’ action plan:  

Safety: We have enhanced our sanitation procedures and practices to keep our environment safe. 

School Culture: We are returning to structures and routines that children thrive in.  

Communication: We commit to effectively communicate with you via the QCUSD website, social media, safety 
videos, and our COVID-19 Parent FAQ. 

Flexibility: While we can only plan for what we know today, we will remain flexible and ready to pivot if needed. 

In staying true to our mission to provide a safe and positive learning environment for our students and staff, we 
want to share with you some of the measures we are reviewing as we create a comprehensive ‘return to school’ 
action plan that will be rolled out soon: 

● Increase the number of hand sanitizer stations in every school. 
● Teach and reinforce proper hygiene and sanitation practices. 
● Intensify cleaning, disinfection, and ventilation in our schools. 
● High-touch surfaces will be sanitized throughout the day. 
● Minimize the number of students in common areas (routines such as lunches and recess will resume with 

limits on numbers of students). 
● Train all employees on health and safety protocols. 
● Post signage displaying hygiene and sanitation best practice reminders. 
● Limit volunteers/visitors on campus. 
● Campus health office staff will continue to provide students with compassionate care and address medical 

issues as they arise. 
● Develop and implement communication protocols regarding COVID-19 cases. 
● QCUSD will have a comprehensive online learning platform for families interested in exploring this option. 
● Parents may choose to have their child wear a mask to school, but it is not our intention to require that 

masks be worn. 
● Limit the use of shared materials when appropriate 

We respect the fact that each QCUSD family must make decisions that are in their personal best interest and we 
are here to provide support. Also, please remember the following: 

● Parents are responsible for determining their child’s health status before arriving at school. 
● Parents are responsible for keeping their child at home should they present with any symptoms of illness. 

QCUSD remains in close communication with the Governor’s office and the Arizona Department of Health and, 
should the pandemic situation change, we are prepared to modify our ‘return to school’ action plan as needed. 
Lastly, given the fluidity of the situation, the COVID-19 Parent FAQ will be a living document that will be updated 
based on the most current information.  

Thank you for your continued support of the Queen Creek Unified School District. 

http://bit.ly/QC_parent_FAQ
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